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Q1 As an Innovation Professional, you may be called upon to develop what type of strategies for each innovation 
concept? 

A Financial 

B Legal 

C Commercialization 

D Human Resource 

 

Q2 The four general types of business innovation are what? 

A Incremental, Breakthrough, Disruptive, Transformative 

B Sustaining, Radical, Disruptive, Reinventive 

C Incremental, Radical, Cannibalizing, Reinventive 

D Sustaining, Breakthrough, Cannibalizing, Transformative 

 

Q3 The three Scales of Innovation are what? 

A Global, Regional, Local 

B Grand Scale, Broad Scale, Narrow Scale 

C Large, Medium, Small. 

D Mega, Macro, Micro. 

 

Q4 The Front End of Innovation refers to the early upfront research and discovery needed to do two things.  The second of 
these is what? 

A Generate new ideas to think about. 

B Generate an optimal solution for a particular problem. 

C Design an outstanding new marketing campaign. 

D Figure out what the business' management wants to do. 

 

Q5 Brand Innovation builds upon what three (3) elements of branding? 

A Brand Promise / Brand Message / Brand Language. 

B Brand Essence / Brand Ethos / Brand Ego. 

C Brand Persona / Brand Identity / Brand Statement. 

D Brand Oath / Brand Statement / Brand Imagery. 

 

Q6 In general, Innovators have a tendency to be highly _____, and as a result thoroughly enjoy experimenting. 

A analytical 

B intelligent 

C curious 

D extroverted 
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Q7 Generative activities like creative writing and constructive play are great ways for Innovation Professionals to do 
what? 

A Expand the horizons of their imaginations. 

B Sharpen their critical thinking skills. 

C Improve their analytical thinking ability. 

D Build their creativity muscles. 

 

Q8 In relation to Brain Dominance, individuals with a Limbic orientation may be better suited for work in which phase of 
innovation work? 

A Front End of Innovation. 

B Mid Zone of Innovation. 

C Back End of Innovation. 

D None - the brain dominance orientation is irrelevant. 

 

Q9 In relation to Personality Type, individuals with an objective orientation may be better suited for work in which phase 
of innovation work? 

A Front End of Innovation. 

B Mid Zone of Innovation. 

C Back End of Innovation. 

D None - the personality type is irrelevant. 

 

Q10 Dr. Edward de Bono wrote the book Six Thinking Hats to give people a system for applying _____ via six colored hats. 

A Brainstorming 

B Lateral Thinking 

C Design Thinking 

D Oblique Examination 

 

Q11 In most cases, the ideal group size for a brainstorming session is _____ people. 

A 8 - 12 

B 2 - 5 

C 6 - 8 

D 14 - 20 

 

Q12 Studies have shown that more (not less) _____ make for better creativity and therefore more creative outcomes. 

A people 

B rules 

C degrees of freedom 

D constraints 
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Q13 To ensure a holistic 360° view in using the Oblique Examination process, a team must try to use what two different 
perspectives, as the differences between them can produce different insights and highlight different challenges? 

A that of the shareholder and that of the customer (or market) 

B that of the buyer and that of the seller 

C that of the investor and that of the business 

D that of the customer (or market) and that of the business 

 

Q14 Further validating & scoping an opportunity in the Front End of a project allows for a level of intermediate vetting 
among projects, with the aim of eradicating errant assumptions and thereby ensuring each opportunity _____. 

A Has political buy-in and support behind it. 

B Makes strategic and financial sense for the business to continue pursuing. 

C Satisfies all stakeholders in the business and has no objections from anywhere. 

D Makes sense from a branding and marketing perspective for the business to continue pursuing. 

 

Q15 In transitioning a project from the Front End to the Mid Zone, whether an organization opts to use the same team, a 
modified team, an expanded team, or an entirely different team will depend largely what factors in the business? 

A Its organizational structures, executional priorities, and available resources. 

B Its project structures, strategic priorities, and committable resources. 

C Its organizational infrastructure, executional aspirations, and extended resources. 

D Its political structures, operational priorities, and free resources. 

 

Q16 The fifth step for projects in the Mid Zone is typically for teams to pitch the new opportunity they’ve been working on 
to a formal Selection Committee.  To do this, teams will often use what to support their pitch? 

A A high-ranking executive. 

B A Business Plan Pro Forma. 

C A Pitch Deck. 

D A play script. 

 

Q17 For projects in the Back End of Innovation, the actual type and scale of pilot conducted will depend on the particular 
business and industry.  In some cases a _____ may be used, but in other cases, especially where avoiding brand 
erosion is important a more well-developed version of the offering may be trialed. 

A simulation of the product 

B lowest-effort product 

C minimum viable product 

D least-offensive product 
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Q18 For projects in the Back End that have run a pilot, being able to make specific go-forward recommendations to the 
business' decision-makers requires a team to be what? 

A Very critical. 

B Very objective. 

C Very secretive. 

D Very optimistic. 

 

Q19 When distilling our research findings, we generally observe patterns emerge.  These patterns tend to yield two types 
of signals, namely _____. 

A strong and weak 

B large and small 

C fast and slow 

D up and down 

 

Q20 Design Research can be thought of as the _____ aspect of innovation. 

A anthropopathic 

B anthropocentric 

C anthropomorphic 

D anthropometric 

 

Q21 Market Research came into being because of a shift in power away from producers and toward consumers, thus 
producers needed to understand what? 

A What consumers wanted and didn't want. 

B Why consumers preferred one option over the other. 

C What consumers' underlying needs and motivations were. 

D All of the above. 

 

Q22 Market Research attempts to study what to yield useful new insights into a situation? 

A New economic theories. 

B Geopolitical trends and events. 

C Interested individuals. 

D Markets in the aggregate. 
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Q23 _____ involves actively going out and looking for certain trends, not simply observing trends passively, with the 
intention of developing insights into new directions that may alert the business to new opportunities. 

A Trend Watching 

B Trend Scouting 

C Trendcasting 

D Scenario Planning 

 

Q24 Analysts who carry out Futuring work are generally known as Futurists.  Those who use predictive algorithms to 
augment their work are known as what? 

A Mathematical Analysts. 

B Perceptual Futurists. 

C Quantitative Futurists. 

D Statistical Actuaries. 

 

Q25 Any new opportunity must align with _____ if it is to have line of sight into being able to pursue the opportunity. 

A what the business feels will be safe 

B what the business is capable of pursuing and delivering 

C what government regulators are prepared to allow the business to do 

D what the business is willing to "bet the farm" on 

 

Q26 Technology Scouting can be used by highly market-driven businesses focused on a single market, who have a narrow 
field of view around the technologies used in that market, and thus need new technology so they can _____. 

A raise the bar on the value they are delivering to that market 

B ensure they are more advanced and innovative than their competitors 

C at least appear innovative to their customers 

D get out of that market 

 

Q27 The market intelligence gathered from a business' Listening Posts would subsequently be _____ so that various 
decision-makers can use it for a more responsive form of strategic planning. 

A disseminated throughout the business 

B filed away for future reference 

C shared selectively with top executives having a "need to know" 

D posted on the business' web site 
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Q28 One of the key reasons Design Thinking is so powerful is that it allows us to deliver solutions that do what? 

A Make more money. 

B Cost us less to deliver. 

C Satisfy our business strategy. 

D Resonate with users. 

 

Q29 The first step in the Design Thinking process is "naming the problem" around some _____. 

A really big customer issue 

B emerging market trend 

C unmet need or outcome 

D unresolved business issue 

 

Q30 In the fourth  major step of the Design Thinking process, the "Ideate" activity is what type of activity? 

A Convergent 

B Divergent 

C Evaluative 

D Static 

 

Q31 In the context of Design Thinking, prototyping _____. 

A should complement our Design Methods 

B must be completed prior to engaging in Design Methods 

C should augment some of the things we do 

D must permeate everything we do 

 

Q32 An Innovation Manager will generally serve in one of two roles in the business, namely _____. 

A Innovation Project Leader or Innovation Program Leader 

B Innovation Project Team Member or Innovation Program Assistant 

C Innovation Mentor or Innovation Champion 

D Innovation Fire Fighter or Innovation Provocateur 

 

Q33 Good Innovation Teams will have a well-balanced mix of which of the following? 

A Brain dominance patterns and personality types. 

B Discovery skills. 

C Hard innovation skills. 

D All of the above. 
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Q34 Which types of innovation are the projects that Core Innovation Teams run most often focused on? 

A Product and Process. 

B Sustaining and Incremental. 

C Breakthrough and Disruptive. 

D Transformative and Reinventive. 

 

Q35 In leading their team in addressing the opportunity it has been tasked to pursue, the Project Leader must guide his or 
her team in developing its _____, which will take into consideration such things as the business-customer relationships 
involved, the markets being targeted, the speed of those markets, the technological leaps being considered, and the 
types and scopes of innovation being considered. 

A Problem Solving Plan 

B Plan of Attack 

C Statement of Principles 

D White Space Prospectus 

 

Q36 A business' Innovation Funnel and Pipeline can involve opportunities for which of the following? 

A New offerings. 

B New business models. 

C New markets. 

D All of the above. 

 

Q37 Generally speaking, Innovation Management is about two activities, namely driving _____ for participatory 
innovation, and then collecting, evaluating, and selecting the ______ resulting from this. 

A fun activities / fun ideas 

B engagement / ideas and opportunities 

C the business' innovation program / improvement ideas 

D mandatory participation / new suggestions 

 

Q38 In Stage 1 of the GInI Innovation Management System, a business' Innovation Strategy will guide its investment 
priorities for its Innovation Portfolio, thereby establishing what about the portfolio? 

A Its goals. 

B Its boundaries. 

C Its scope, depth and impact. 

D Its size, shape, and speed. 
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Q39 Innovation Teams – if they are to be effective – must learn to use what as their primary medium for casting a 
compelling vision and getting others to buy in to that vision? 

A Business plans. 

B Pitch decks. 

C Storytelling. 

D Quantitative data. 

 

Q40 A popular clustering method used for aggregating new ideas from our Innovation Management “dragnet” is _____. 

A Affinity Analysis 

B Like-Minded Review 

C Gravity Analysis 

D Cluster Analysis 

 

Q41 It is not uncommon for the Level 1 E&S Process to occur monthly, bi-weekly, or even weekly - depending on what? 

A How lean the business operates. 

B How fast the business' industry moves. 

C How fast a campaign is running and how many ideas it is generating. 

D How eager and/or anxious the business' executives are to launch certain new innovations. 

 

Q42 For most workers, engagement involves participating in various internal grassroots activities and events – mainly 
outside the scope of their normal day-to-day jobs – aimed at driving the identification of what for the business? 

A Innovative new technologies the business can pursue. 

B New needs and innovation opportunities the business can pursue. 

C New cost-reduction initiatives the business can pursue. 

D New operational excellence initiatives the business can pursue. 

 

Q43 At any given time, a healthy innovation program will employ a variety of the Mechanisms of Engagement.  Why? 

A So as to satisfy each stakeholder in the business in order to ensure strict conformance to the strategic plan. 

B So as to deliver multiple opportunities to tout the business' innovativeness inside various Public Relations campaigns. 

C So as to ensure everyone in the organization is happy that their ideas are being used. 

D So as to feed multiple different areas of the program and drive a wide range of outcomes. 

 

Q44 Which of the following are used as reinforcement mechanisms in the organization’s innovation program? 

A Promotions, Raises, and Larger Offices. 

B Being featured in corporate ads and being sent to represent the business at innovation trade shows. 

C Incentives, Rewards, and Recognition 

D Money, Fame, and Power. 
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Q45 One of the Program Leader's jobs is to monitor the overall level of engagement across the organization to ensure the 
business is achieving the level of _____ it needs for its innovation program to succeed over the long run. 

A executive sponsorship 

B bottom-up engagement 

C fun and excitement 

D media coverage 

 

Q46 Open Innovation suggests that a business should open itself up to _____ - a practice that lets the business deliver new 
innovations it never could have otherwise, which in turn can accelerate the new innovations the business is able to 
bring to market, allowing it to become a market leader and/or leapfrog its competitors. 

A the broader universe of technologies and capabilities that an entirely new set of outside partners can bring 

B an extremely ambitious product roadmap 

C a grueling technology development schedule 

D a highly aggressive Innovation Strategy 

 

Q47 Crowdsourcing has been referred to as availing the business to what? 

A “The ignorance of the people.” 

B “The whims of society.” 

C “The knowledge of the masses.” 

D “The wisdom of the crowd.” 

 

Q48 There are a number of Program Management and Project Management tools and methods in use for good Innovation 
Management.  The most common of these are what? 

A Project Management SW / CAD SW / Product Data Management SW / Technology Roadmapping / Agile Project 
Management. 

B Innovation Governance SW / Portfolio Mapping SW / Program Management SW / Innovation Roadmapping / Scrum 
Project Management. 

C Idea Management SW / Portfolio Management SW / Product Lifecycle Management SW / Product Roadmapping / Phase-
Gate Project Management. 

D Enterprise Resource Planning SW / Innovation Mapping SW / Financial Modeling SW / Lean Thinking / Agile Thinking 

 

Q49 Product Roadmapping is a routine Product Management practice used to _____, and is thus mainly used for managing 
the incremental innovations driven by a Product Manager. 

A guide the successive generations of a particular technology 

B plan out successive generations of a particular product line 

C plan out successive generations of sales, marketing, and branding strategies 

D orient the business more toward products and less toward services. 
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Q50 In Phase-Gate Project Management, management reviews are conducted at the individual toll gates in order to assess 
the progress of the project against pre-established criteria.  If the project is unable to satisfy these criteria, what 
happens to it? 

A It proceeds on to the next phase in the project. 

B It is either redefined into a different project, combined with another project, or terminated. 

C It moves on anyway, since the milestone reviews are usually just "check-in-the-box" exercises. 

D It is terminated, along with the team working on it. 
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ANSWER KEY 

CInP® Mock Exam 

Q # KEY Q # KEY Q # KEY Q # KEY Q # KEY 

Q1 C Q11 A Q21 D Q31 D Q41 C 

Q2 A Q12 D Q22 D Q32 A Q42 B 

Q3 D Q13 D Q23 B Q33 D Q43 D 

Q4 B Q14 B Q24 C Q34 C Q44 C 

Q5 A Q15 A Q25 B Q35 B Q45 B 

Q6 C Q16 C Q26 A Q36 D Q46 A 

Q7 D Q17 C Q27 A Q37 B Q47 D 

Q8 A Q18 B Q28 D Q38 D Q48 C 

Q9 C Q19 A Q29 C Q39 C Q49 B 

Q10 B Q20 D Q30 B Q40 A Q50 B 
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